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A B S T R A C T

By the application of simultaneous target analysis of multiple femtosecond transient absorption data sets we have identified two loss channels within multi-chromophoric light harvesting arrays. Perylene bisimide-calix[4]arene arrays composed of up to three different types of perylene bisimide (PBI) chromophores, orange (o), red (r), and green (g) PBIs (named after their colors as solids), have previously been studied by transient absorption spectroscopy (Hippius et al., J. Phys. Chem C 112:2476, 2008) and here we present a simultaneous target analysis of those data matrices. A covalent system containing the red chromophore (r) and calix[4]arene (c), the rc system, shows extensive spectral evolution that can be described with four excited states (r1→r2→rcrco→rcOCR→rcg→rcgRP→rcgR→rcgR′→rcgR′′→g→ground state). In the Perylene Orange calix[4]arene system (oc), a radical pair (ocRP) can be formed by photoinduced electron transfer (Hippius et al., J. Phys. Chem C 111:13988, 2007). In a simultaneous target analysis of the multichromophoric systems ocococr and ocrocr the properties of rc and oc are integrated, and excitation energy transfer (EET) from o to r occurs. In addition, we demonstrate that the final Species Associated Difference Spectrum (SADS) also contains o bleach features that indicate an excitonic interaction, for ococ, ocro and ocrocr. In a simultaneous target analysis of reg and gecrg the properties of rc are integrated, and next to EET to g* we can resolve the formation of a new regRP that is formed from r1* or r2*, and represents a loss of 7 and 12%, respectively. In a simultaneous target analysis of ocrocr the properties of oc and reg are integrated, arriving at a consistent picture with an energy transfer quantum yield of formation of the excited state of the green PBI (g*) of 80%.

Introduction

The sun is a huge source of energy [1] and there is a tremendous range of options to exploit this [2–4]. Next to using the sun to create heat with a solar furnace [5] that drives energy storing reactions, also photovoltaic technologies based on for instance organic [6–10], dye sensitized [11–13], perovskite [14–19], gallium arsenide [20–22] semi-conductors or on the more widespread black silicon [23, 24] are ubiquitous. Electrical power thus generated in a sustainable way can be coupled to efficient electrolyzers [25, 26] to create hydrogen-gas [17] as a chemical energy storage medium. By focussing on the molecular approach [27–30], we can apply tuneable molecular properties [31] combined with molecule based [32] catalytic systems [33] to split water and reduce carbon dioxide in one organized assembly, similar to natural photosynthesis. The primary event in these molecule-based energy conversion systems is light harvesting. Molecular components that can interact and funnel the exciton energy to a catalytic location thus are essential units. The efficient transfer of excited state energy thereby contributes to the overall output of the system and therefore loss channels should be identified. Time-resolved laser spectroscopy in combination with global and target analysis has been used to study energy transfer in calix[4]arene – perylene bisimide (PBI) dye building blocks [34–36]. Although these chromophores are excellent light harvesters (Fig. 1A), competing charge transfer processes [34] reduce the efficiency, which has been demonstrated in oc containing compounds [34, 35]. Thus, in 2008 we arrived at the kinetic scheme of Fig. 1B for...
the tri-chromophoric supramolecular system \( \text{oecrg} \).

The parent core-unsubstituted \( \text{o} \) PBI chromophore absorbs well around \( \approx 500 \) nm, and transfers its energy to the tetraphenoxy-substituted \( \text{r} \) PBI chromophore in \( \approx 1.4 \) ps \( (k_{\text{ET}} \approx 7.1 \times 10^{11} \text{s}^{-1}) \). In turn, the \( \text{r} \) chromophore transfers its energy to the dipyrroldino-substituted \( \text{g} \) PBI chromophore in \( \approx 1.8 \) ps \( (k_{\text{ET}} \approx 5.5 \times 10^{11} \text{s}^{-1}) \). In the \( \text{oecg} \) system the \( \text{o} \) PBI chromophore can also transfer its energy to the dipyrroldino-substituted \( \text{g} \) PBI chromophore with \( k_{\text{ET}} \approx 1.5 \times 10^{11} \text{s}^{-1} \), slightly slower due to a reduced spectral overlap. Due to the large energy gaps between \( \text{r} \) and \( \text{o} \), and between \( \text{r} \) and \( \text{g} \), all three downhill energy transfers are virtually unidirectional, and the uphill energy transfers can safely be ignored. These rate constants for the downhill energy transfers are in very good agreement with those calculated according to the Förster theory [35]. As a competitive process we reported in our previous study [34] that the excited \( \text{o} \) chromophore can accept an electron from the calix[4]arene (rate constant \( (12 \text{ ps}) \)), resulting in a \( \text{e}^-\text{o}^- \) radical ion pair (RP), that in turn decays by charge recombination to the triplet and to the ground state. However, according to our recent re-investigation, this picture is incomplete. Here, with the help of simultaneous target analysis of supramolecular systems we demonstrate that the \( \text{r} \) and \( \text{g} \) chromophores interact resulting in a \( \text{r}^-\text{e}^-\text{g}^- \) radical ion pair (\( \text{regRP} \)), thus representing an additional loss process that limits the light harvesting efficiency of calix[4]arene–perylene bisimide dye building blocks.

Materials and methods

The chemical structures of the PBI–calix[4]arene conjugates and the reference compounds studied are collated in Figure S 1. The chemical structures of the di- and tri-chromophoric supramolecular systems \( \text{oe}, \text{rco}, \text{oec}, \text{rcg}, \text{reg}, \text{gcr}, \text{oeg}, \text{ocrg} \) and of \( \text{gercgoecrg} \) (five chromophores) studied here are collated in Fig. 2. The dichromophoric supramolecular systems \( \text{ooc}, \text{rcr} \) and \( \text{gcg} \) are depicted in Figure S 2. For all details on the synthesis and the characterization of the compounds and for the transient absorption spectroscopy methods we refer to [34–37].

Briefly, transient absorption spectra were measured at magic angle from 380 to 852 nm at 335 time delays between \( -1 \) and 910 ps. The excitation pulse was centered at 530 nm, and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the instrument response function (IRF) was \( \approx 120 \) fs. The laser output was typically 5 mJ per pulse, and the maximum amplitude of the difference absorption signals was \( \approx 100 \) mOD. Samples were prepared to have an optical density of \( ca. 0.3–0.6 \) at the excitation wavelength and were degassed for 15 min with argon gas prior to the measurements. The UV/vis absorption spectra of the samples were measured before and after the laser experiments, and the spectra were virtually identical, thus possible degradation or chemical change of the samples could be ruled out. Here we briefly summarize the simultaneous target analysis method that is key to this paper.

In target analysis [38, 39] of transient absorption data, the inverse problem is to determine the number of electronically excited states \( \text{N}_{\text{exc}} \) present in the system, to estimate their populations \( \text{c}_i^\text{t}(\text{t}) \) (superscript \( \text{S} \) stands for species), and the species’ spectral properties, the Species Associated Difference Spectra (SADS) \( \text{SADS}_i(\lambda) \), where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength. The Time Resolved Spectra (TRS) are described by:

\[
\text{TRS}(t, \lambda) = \sum_{i=1}^{\text{N}_{\text{exc}}} c_i^\text{t}(t) \text{SADS}_i(\lambda)
\]

where the populations are determined by an unknown compartmental model, which depends upon the unknown kinetic parameters \( \text{\theta} \). In the target analysis, constraints on the SADS are needed to estimate all parameters \( \text{\theta} \) and SADS(\( \lambda \)). \( \text{\theta} \) indicates that the actual model function still has to take into account the IRF. For every wavelength, the matrix formula for this superposition model is given by [40]:

\[
\text{TRS} = \text{C}(\text{\theta}, \mu, \Delta) \cdot \text{SADS} + \text{IRF}(\mu, \Delta) \cdot \text{IFAS}
\]

A Gaussian shaped IRF is used, with parameters \( \mu \) for the time of the IRF maximum and \( \Delta \) for the FWHM of the IRF. The wavelength dependence of the parameter \( \mu \) is described by a second order polynomial in the wavenumber domain. The term \( \text{IRF}(\mu, \Delta) \cdot \text{IFAS} \) describes the “coherent artefact” (CA). It contains a matrix \( \text{IRF}(\mu, \Delta) \) with the zeroth, first and second derivative of the IRF [40, 41]. The IFAS amplitudes associated with each IRF derivative are wavelength dependent. The residual matrix is analysed with the help of the singular value decomposition (SVD) [38, 39]. The estimated relative precision of the estimated parameters is 10%. The parameter estimation methods are detailed in [40].

In a simultaneous target analysis of multiple experiments information can be integrated. SADS estimated from an earlier target analysis of a relatively simple system can be added as guidance spectra (GS) in a subsequent analysis of a more complicated system. We illustrate this with an example: the \( \text{rc} \) system shows extensive spectral evolution that can be described with four excited states \( \text{r} \rightarrow \text{r}^- \text{g}^- \rightarrow \text{r}^* \text{g}^* \rightarrow \text{r}^* \text{g}^* \rightarrow \text{g}^* \) – ground state, resulting in four rate constants \( k_{\text{rc}2,1}, k_{\text{rc}3,2}, k_{\text{rc}3,4}, k_{\text{rc}4,0} \) (where we use the \( k_{\text{rc}0,\text{from}} \) convention, and \( k_{\text{rc}4,0} \) denotes the decay rate to the ground state) and four \( \text{rc} \)-SADS. In a simultaneous target analysis of \( \text{rcg} \) the properties of \( \text{rc} \) are integrated, by adding to the \( \text{rc} \)-kinetic scheme the four EET to \( \text{g}^* \) rate constants \( k_{\text{rg}2,1}, k_{\text{rg}3,2}, k_{\text{rg}3,4}, k_{\text{rg}4,0} \). However, the fit using
this model is unsatisfactory (vide infra), which necessitates the introduction of a loss process: the formation of a new rcgRP from r1* or r2*, which requires two new rate constants krcgRP1, krcgRP2. Thus the reg system can be described by the four rc-SADS, the g*-SADS and the rcgRP-SADS, and the twelve rate constants: krcgRP1, krcgRP2, krcg, krcgcr, krcgRP1, krcgRP2 and the decay rates to the ground state kgs. This kinetic scheme is depicted in Fig. 9. The matrix-vector notation of this simultaneous target analysis is: concentration vector \( c(t) = \begin{bmatrix} r_1(t) \\ r_2(t) \\ r_3(t) \\ r_4(t) \\ g(t) \end{bmatrix} \) \( t \) the regRP \( \), differential equation \( \frac{dc(t)}{dt} = KC(t) \) with initial concentration vector \( c(0) = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \) and

\[
K = \begin{bmatrix}
    0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    k_{c,r1} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & k_{c,r2} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & k_{c,r3} & -k_r & 0 \\
    k_{rcgRP1} & k_{rcgRP2} & 0 & 0 & -k_{regRP} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

From the differential equation the concentration vector for each compartment is computed (taking into account the IRF) and the concentration matrix for rcg is given by \( C^* = \begin{bmatrix} r_1 & r_2 & r_3 & r_4 & g \end{bmatrix} \) \( r \) \( g \) \( rcgRP \) \( . \)

The rc-SADS (estimated from the target analysis of rc) are now used as guidance spectra GS\(_{r1}\), GS\(_{r2}\), GS\(_{r3}\), GS\(_{r4}\) and, for every wavelength, the matrix formula (omitting the IRFAS term for clarity) for the simultaneous target analysis is

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    \text{TRS}_{rc} \\
    \text{GS}_{r1} \\
    \text{GS}_{r2} \\
    \text{GS}_{r3} \\
    \text{GS}_{r4} \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    r_1 & r_2 & r_3 & r_4 & g \\
    a & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & a & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & a & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & a & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    \text{SADS}_r \\
    \text{SADS}_i \\
    \text{SADS}_s \\
    \text{SADS}_d \\
    \text{SADS}_{regRP} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Where \( \alpha \) is a global scaling parameter. Thus, the results from the target analysis of the rc system are integrated into the target analysis of the reg system. The usage of guidance spectra allows for some flexibility, to accommodate small differences in the experimental conditions or the wavelength calibration or the white light of the probe, when the experiments have been performed on different days.

Results and discussion

Spectral evolution in oref, reff, reg, rref, gcrc, gcrcg, og, ogc, ogcrg and ogcrgc studied here. Figure taken from [37]. Note that the c is omitted from the labels in the figure.

The reference chromophores oref, reff and gref (see Figure S 1 for the molecular structures) show an extensive spectral evolution, that can be described with four sequential compartments(Figure S 4, Figure S 5, Figure S 7, Table S 1), except for oref in CCl\(_4\) which requires three sequential compartments. The rc, crc, gc and cgc complexes (see Figure S 1 for the molecular structures) behave similarly (Figure S 8, Figure S 9). Here we discuss in detail reff and rc in CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) (Fig. 3). In the re chromophore, a striking feature of these four SADS is the significant red shift of the maximum of the bleach (BL) plus stimulated emission (SE) signal from 585 nm to 615 nm. The first SADS (grey) can be assigned to the excited re chromophore in the Franck-Condon state. The fastest solvation that can be resolved is in 0.13 ps (which is comparable to the FWHM of the IRF, 0.12 ps). The 2\(^{nd}\) SADS (green) rises with 0.13 ps and evolves in 0.63 ps to the broader 3\(^{rd}\) SADS (red). The redshift of the SE causes a broadening of the BL+SE band, and a somewhat smaller amplitude. The 3\(^{rd}\) SADS decays in 6.6 ps to the final SADS (purple). Concomitantly, the excited state absorption (ESA) around 720 nm shifts to the red, visible as a shift of the iso-absorptive points from 665 to 690 nm (the crossing points with the zero-line). The lifetime of the fully relaxed and solvated re chromophore is \( \approx 2-3 \) ns. The estimation of this longest lifetime is hampered by the longest delay time of 910 ps, in combination with experimental limitations of the pump probe overlap. Slight changes of the alignment of the pump and the probe as a function of the delay time in the different experiments are responsible for the apparent differences in the final r* decay rate.

The spectral evolution is found not only in the calix[4]arene substituted compound rc and crc, but also for the pristine red reference compound reff (Fig. 3C,D, Figure S 5). Thus, these spectral shifts are assumed to be inherent to the chromophore itself. They might be attributed to conformational changes of the red perylene bisimide dye, a behavior which is also known from single molecule spectroscopy for the red perylene bisimides bearing phenoxy substituents at the bay positions that were immobilized in a polymer matrix. It is known that local reorganizations in the vicinity of the molecule have an impact on the orientation of the phenoxy substituents of these red PBIs. We attribute these spectral shifts to conformational changes of the phenoxy...
substituents in the bay positions of the chromophore [42–44]. Thus, the intrinsic intricate solvation dynamics on time scales of 0.13, 0.63, and 6.6 ps will in turn complicate the analysis of experiments of systems that contain the rc chromophore.

The “coherent artefact” (CA) could be well described with the help of the zeroth, first and second derivative of the IRF (Figure S 6A) multiplied with the IRF Associated Spectra (Figure S 6B).

Spectral evolution in oc, coc and ocg

Traces of data and fits at selected wavelengths of oc and coc in CH₂Cl₂ after excitation at 530 nm are depicted in Fig. 4. Straddling time zero is the coherent artefact, which is described with a Gaussian shape [40, 41]. Obviously, the *o* emission (at 571 nm) is quenched in less than 100 ps. This first loss process, which

Fig. 3. Populations (A,C) and SADS (B,D, in mOD) of the four sequential compartments of rc and rref in CH₂Cl₂. Key: grey, r*FC: excited r chromophore in the Franck-Condon state; green, red, purple: successively relaxed r* states. Note the strong similarity of the spectra in B and D, showing the spectral evolution in time, especially from 550 to 750 nm, of the perylene red chromophore.(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Selected time traces of oc and coc in CH₂Cl₂ after excitation at 530 nm data (in mOD, grey, orange for oc and coc, respectively) and fit (black, red). Wavelength is indicated in the ordinate label. Note that the time axis is linear until 1 ps (after the maximum of the IRF), and logarithmic thereafter. The presence of two donors in coc (orange/red lines) speeds up the photoinduced electron transfer.(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
has been described before [34], is the formation of an e\textsuperscript{+}o\textsuperscript{−} radical ion pair (RP). A further complication with the oc complex is its heterogeneous dynamics. In CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2} the solvated o\textsuperscript{*} (orange in Fig. 5A) decays with rates of 79 and 26 ns\textsuperscript{−1}. These two populations are almost equal, Fig. 5A. The estimated SADS of oc in CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2} (Fig. 6B) show the expected spectral evolution from the excited o chromophore in the Franck-Condon state (magenta, o\textsuperscript{FC} for relaxed o\textsuperscript{*} (orange). The two different conformations of o\textsuperscript{*} have identical SADS. The e\textsuperscript{+}o\textsuperscript{−} radical ion pair (blue, ocRP) consists of the bleach of o at 490 and 530 nm and a broad RP absorption from 600 to 850 nm. The ocRP partly decays via a triplet state (black SADS in Fig. 6B, cf. the 503 nm trace in Fig. 4). To resolve the SADS of ocRP two spectral constraints have been used, equality with the o\textsuperscript{*} SADS from 470 to 500 nm, and the ocRP SADS is equated to zero from 570 to 600 nm.

In a simultaneous target analysis with ocg the rates of excitation energy transfer from the different o\textsuperscript{*} compartments to g can be estimated. The o\textsuperscript{*} with the fastest rate of RP formation shows a slower EET rate to the g chromophore (129 vs. 186 ns\textsuperscript{−1}). Note that a rate of 100 ns\textsuperscript{−1} corresponds to an energy transfer rate of k\textsubscript{EET} ≈ 1 × 10\textsuperscript{11} s\textsuperscript{−1}. This could be due to different steric factors in the Förster equation for EET. From the kinetic schemes of oc and ocg in the three solvents (Figure S 10) several trends can be discerned. In oc, where two calix[4]arenes are connected to o, the rates of ocRP formation are assumed to be twice as large. This describes the data well (Fig. 4), however, the fractions are connected to several trends can be discerned. In toluene and benzonitrile the fraction of ocRP is only observed for the two possible pinched cone conformations of the calix[4]arene matrix element for spin orbit coupling and the matrix element for the excited state have recently been reviewed [45] and computational results in Fig. 5A. The estimated SADS of oc in CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2} (Fig. 6B) show the expected spectral evolution from the excited o chromophore in the Franck-Condon state (magenta, o\textsuperscript{FC} for relaxed o\textsuperscript{*} (orange).

In the bichromophoric supramolecular systems an equilibrium between the two possible pinched cone conformations of the calix[4]arene unit is only observed for oco in apolar solvents, with one conformation showing a π-stacked sandwich arrangement of the PBI units and the second revealing a non-stacked conformation [36]. This equilibrium is depicted for oco in Figure S 3. It is particularly challenging to resolve this equilibrium, since it is notoriously difficult to resolve parallel reactions with many common spectral features. In two solvents, CCl\textsubscript{4} and toluene, evidence was found for the presence of both oco conformations in a target analysis of the transient absorption spectra [36]. Here we have refined that target analysis (Figure S 4), resulting in an excellent quality of the fits (Figure S 13). In CCl\textsubscript{4} the sandwich population is larger than that of the non-stacked conformation, cf. the turquoise and magenta solid lines in Fig. 7A. Thus, it was possible to resolve an evolution of the excimer state (turquoise, green, brown in Fig. 7A, B). This evolution likely is present in the ESA and the SE of the excimer. In toluene the sandwich population is smaller than that of the non-stacked conformation, cf. the green and magenta solid lines in Fig. 7C. Still, we could resolve a nice excimer SADS (green spectral trace in Fig. 7D) with the expected bleaches around 490 and 530 nm. The excimer ESA is very broad, extending from 550 to 850 nm. In the more polar solvents CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2} and benzonitrile no evidence for the presence of an excimer was found (Figure S 15). Strikingly, the multiplexponential decay of oco in CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2} differs from that of oc, cf. Fig. 6A. This suggests that the multiexponentiality observed in oc in CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2} can be attributed to different conformations. The dimers rcg and gcg behave similar to their monomeric counterparts rc and gc, with no evidence for the presence of the stacked conformation (Figure S 16, Figure S 17).

**Spectral evolution in oco, rcg and gcg**

Traces of data and fits at selected wavelengths of rcg and gcrg in CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2} after excitation at 530 nm are depicted in Fig. 8. In rcg the energy is transferred to g within a few ps (black traces, e.g. at 749 nm), and in gcrg the EET rate is about twice as fast (red traces). Straddling time zero is again the coherent artefact, cf. Fig. 4. Again, slight changes of the alignment of the pump and the probe as a function of the delay time in the different experiments are responsible for the apparent differences in the final g\textsuperscript{*} decay rate.

In the kinetic scheme of rcg (Fig. 9B) all four rate\textsuperscript{*} states can transfer their energy to the chromophore g\textsuperscript{*} (dark green). However, next to this productive EET there is a second loss process, which has not been observed before. Without this process the residuals of the fit show large trends (Figure S 18A,B), whereas with this process the residuals are satisfactory (Figure S 18C,D). This loss process is observed only in the first two excited states r\textsuperscript{1}\textsuperscript{*} (grey) and r\textsuperscript{2}\textsuperscript{*} (light green), and must be facilitated by the g chromophore, since it is not present in rc or crc. It results in an rcg radical pair (rcgRP), with an r\textsuperscript{*}− radical anion, cf. the absorption in the rcgRP SADS from 750 to 800 nm (black in Fig. 10B, Figure S 20) [47], and presumably a e\textsuperscript{+}− radical cation. In addition, a clear bleach of r is present around 575 nm, with smaller bleaches around 450 and 530 nm. This loss amounts to 7%. To resolve this new
loss-process the simultaneous target analysis taking into account the complete spectral evolution of \( r^* \) was needed. The target analyses of \( \text{rcg} \) in toluene, \( \text{CH}_2\text{Cl}_2 \) and benzonitrile are collated in Figure S 20, demonstrating the presence of the \( \text{rcg} \) radical pair in all three solvents. From the kinetic schemes of \( \text{rcg} \) in the three solvents (Figure S 19) several trends can be discerned. The loss is largest with \( \text{rcg} \) in benzonitrile, 21%, and with \( \text{gcrcg} \) in \( \text{CH}_2\text{Cl}_2 \), 12%. The \( \text{rcgRP} \) decay is slowest in the nonpolar solvent toluene. In \( \text{gcrcg} \) where two acceptors are present the EET rates are about twice as large as in \( \text{rcg} \). The EET to \( g^* \) is faster from the \( r_3^* \), \( r_4^* \) states than from \( r_2^* \). This could be due to an increased overlap between the red shifted \( r^* \) emission and the \( g \) absorption. The \( g \) chromophore absorbs some light at 530 nm (Fig. 1A), \( \approx 11\% \) of the excitations arrives directly at \( g^* \) in \( \text{rcg} \) and \( \approx 19\% \) in \( \text{gcrcg} \), which is visible as an instantaneous rise in the dark green populations in Fig. 10A,C.

**Spectral evolution in ocrc, rcocr and ocroco**

The target analyses of \( \text{ocrc} \), \( \text{rcocr} \) and \( \text{ocroco} \) are summarized in Figure S 21, Figure S 22, and Figure S 23, and detailed for \( \text{ocroco} \) in Fig. 11. The 530 nm light excites both chromophores, the absorption of \( o \) being about four times as large as that of \( r \) (Fig. 1A). The \( o \) and \( r \) parts of the kinetic scheme of Figure S 21 are largely consistent with the \( o \) and \( r \) schemes in Figure S 10 and Figure S 19. An additional time constant of \( \approx 500 \) ps of \( r^* \) relaxation is present (brown in Fig. 11A,B). In all three complexes the \( o^* \) fraction with a smaller rate of \( \text{ocRP} \) formation shows a larger rate of EET to \( r^* \). This fast EET largely circumvents the detrimental loss, resulting in a relatively small population of \( \text{ocRP} \) (blue in Fig. 11A). The estimated SADS (Fig. 11B,D, Figure S 22) are largely consistent with the \( o \) and \( r \) SADS in Fig. 6B and Fig. 10B, respectively. However, the relative amplitudes of the later \( r^* \) SADS differ. Moreover, the SADS of the later \( r^* \) states are not purely \( r^* \), but may have an excitonic character [48], although there are no features of the \( o^* \) ESA discernible.

**Spectral evolution in ocrcg and gcrcocrg**

The target analyses of the most challenging multichromophoric systems \( \text{ocrcg} \) (three chromophores) and \( \text{gcrcocrg} \) (five chromophores) are described in Figure S 24 and Fig. 12. The quality of the fit is excellent, cf. Figure S 25. Again, the kinetic schemes of Figure S 24 are consistent with those in Figure S 21 and Figure S 19. Note that the estimated SADS from Fig. 10D and Fig. 6B have been used to guide the SADS in Fig. 12. This ensures consistency in shapes and amplitudes, but
allows for small experimental variability. Strikingly, the rcgRP yield is substantial, ≈20% from the 2nd r* state. However, the 50% of the o* with a slow rate of ocRP formation transfers its energy to the 3rd r* state, thus bypassing the 2nd loss process. This is an oversimplification.

When the r chromophore in rcg is excited, the quantum yield of g is 92%, where the loss is due to the rcgRP formation. Analogously, when the o chromophore in oeg is excited, the quantum yield of g is 76% due to the ocRP formation. In orcg and gcrcocrg systems the yields are 80% and 82%, respectively. The fast EET from o* to r* circumvents the ocRP formation [35].

It is important to note that we have previously correlated the energy transfer rates to interchromophoric distances based on X-ray structures with an extended conformation [35]. No indications are observed that show a steric factor or π-stacking in the systems discussed in our current work. However, our previous studies on slightly different systems have shown clear effects of proximity. For the oco dimers [36] in non-polar solvents (cf. the section Spectral evolution in oco above) as well as for a pyrene containing system [49] in tetrahydrofuran solvent clear signatures have been observed in our spectroscopic data for π-stacked conformations (indicating a steric factor).

These clear spectroscopic differences were indicated by excitonic coupling in the UV–vis absorption spectra, ground state bleaching in the fs-TA data showing the excimer state as a ground state depletion (Fig. 7) and broadening of radical anion spectra due to proximity. Such effects are not observed for the oeg, ocr and rcg based systems in the work presented here.

Conclusions

Accurate determination of loss channels in photo-active molecules and materials is a great challenge. Next to combining different types of experimental techniques, also combining different data sets with identical photoactive units is an excellent approach that can lead to a more accurate description. Simultaneous analysis of multiple data sets that display similar processes ensures a consistent description, and allows for precise quantification of the quantum yields and the photophysical properties. In addition, we have demonstrated that in complexes containing two or more o and r chromophores exciton effects may be
Fig. 9. Kinetic schemes used for the simultaneous target analysis of \( \text{rc} \) (A) and \( \text{rcg} \) (B) in \( \text{CH}_2\text{Cl}_2 \). All rate constants in ns\(^{-1}\). Key: grey, green, red, purple: successively relaxed \( \text{r}_1^* \), \( \text{r}_2^* \), \( \text{r}_3^* \), \( \text{r}_4^* \); dark green: \( \text{g}^* \); black, \( \text{rcgRP} \): \( \text{rcg} \) radical pair. Vertical arrows indicate relaxation of an excited state, or decay. \( \text{rcgRP} \) is an important loss population formed from the \( \text{r}_1^* \) and \( \text{r}_2^* \) state. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. Populations (A,C) of the target kinetic schemes from Figure 9B and Figure S 19. and estimated SADS (B,D, in mOD) of \( \text{rcg} \) in \( \text{CH}_2\text{Cl}_2 \) and benzonitrile and of \( \text{gcrcg} \) in \( \text{CH}_2\text{Cl}_2 \) (concentrations dotted). Key: grey, green, red, purple: successively relaxed \( \text{r}_1^* \), \( \text{r}_2^* \), \( \text{r}_3^* \), \( \text{r}_4^* \) states; dark green: \( \text{g}^* \); black, \( \text{rcgRP} \): \( \text{rcg} \) radical pair. \( \text{rcg} \) shows the typical spectral evolution of the \( \text{r} \) chromophore, as well as EET to \( \text{g} \) (see 730 nm bleach in the \( \text{g}^* \) SADS) and \( \text{r}^+ \) formation, characterized by the 575 nm bleach and the 780 nm absorption (black SADS). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. Populations of the target kinetic schemes from Figure S 21 (A) and estimated SADS (B,D, in mOD) of \( \text{ocrco} \) in \( \text{CH}_2\text{Cl}_2 \). Key: magenta, \( \text{o}^*\text{FC} \): excited \( \text{o} \) chromophore in the Franck-Condon state; orange, two different conformations of \( \text{o}^* \) with identical SADS; blue, \( \text{ocrRP} \): \( \text{c}^+\text{--o}^-- \) radical ion pair; grey, green, red, brown, purple: successively relaxed \( \text{r}^* \) states. (C) Overlay of the final \( \text{r}^* \) SADS from \( \text{rc} \) (cyan) and from \( \text{ocrco} \) in \( \text{CH}_2\text{Cl}_2 \) (purple). Note the \( \text{o} \) bleach features near 490 and 530 nm in (C,D). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
present (cf. Fig. 11, Figure S 22, Figure S 23). The spectral evolution of two possible pinched cone conformations of the calix[4]arene unit in oco has been described in two solvents, CCl$_4$ and toluene. Nevertheless, to a very large extent the properties of the oc, or, and rcg building blocks determine the dynamics of EET and RP formation in ocrcgcg (three chromophores) and gerocgcg (five chromophores). Thus, we have arrived at a consistent kinetic scheme encompassing 12 combinations of the o, r and g chromophores connected by calix [4] arenes.

Two loss channels in very effective artificial supramolecular light harvesting systems have now been characterized. Their substantial contribution (up to 21%) evidences the need for such elaborate analysis methods.
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